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About This Content

Talisman: The Woodland adds a new Region to the game for venturesome heroes to discover.
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A custom-fitted map board and over 100 new cards bring this magical forest vividly to life.
Five brand-new characters offer fantastic new playing experiences.

Spider Queen
Leywalker

Ancient Oak
Scout

Totem Warrior

Ancient Trees Appear as the Mists Clear...

For the first time in countless ages, the mystic Woodland has returned to the mortal realm. Among the towering trees and along
the twisting trails, wealth and power beyond comprehension can be found. But there are dangers as well. King Oberon and
Queen Titania, ageless beings of fate and magic, will not brook invasion of their realm so lightly. Will you pick sides in the

struggle between the monarchs of the fae, or will you strive forward...

…and choose your own Path?

Venture deep among the trees, traveller, and discover your Destiny in the heart of the Woodland!
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It's like a big game of arhturian chess with some Choose Your Own Adventure short stories thrown in there too. If that sounds
like a good time to you then you'll love this just as much as I do. FOR CAMALOT!. Things I like:
1. You can customize your own "Gear".
2. Weapon and body parts with different attributes.

Things I dislike:
1. AI always attemp suicide.
2. Lack of variety in combat.
3. Combat is not smooth.
4. Enemy is always the same.
5. Annoying and repeating mission (especially Rank A mission "Reinforcement?").
6. Hard to develop your own style.. Puzzle Strike is a video game adaptation of a board game that's an adaptation of a video
game called Super Puzzle Fighter. Yes, that weird Street Fighter spin-off game that plays like Tetris, but isn't quite Tetris. So
how does it work? This game is actually a deck-builder similar to games like Dominion. Unlike most deck-builder, this one has
a lot more interaction between players and the ultimate goal is to defeat your opponent by crashing Gems into your opponent's
gem pile (similiar to filling up your screen in Tetris or Super Puzzle Fighter). The game is also a bit assymetric compared to
other deck-builder games in which each player selects a character. Each character has 3 special ability "chips" (cards) that
makes them different from other characters changing up how a person plays the game and the strategy they employ. There is
more to the game but this, like Yomi, is easy to learn but challenging to master. The PC adaptation is solid, and I think it plays
better than the physical boardgame counter-part due to everything being automated.

For more information, check out Watch It Played's Puzzle Strike Guide: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Og01q5_zbD8.
don't bother playing this unless you (like me) have fallen into a state of mental ruin so intense that you're able to understand the
most absurd and meaningless things

Seriously, this is a really effing good game, but it's surreal and confusing from start to finish. That's what makes it so enjoyable
to me. I'm a philosophy buff and pretty into the occult so it was right up my alley; it's not for everyone.

I do wish, somewhat, that it was a little longer, but I imagine if it were any longer it'd get old quickly. The concept is better
suited for a shorter game.. Worst \u20ac2,- spend ever. Developers, please give me my money back. you just make a little game-
like movie in \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Unity-3D, I can do it myself, and you sell it as a game. come-on. second, some
images are very disturbing. You should put it in the description or something man -.-. Great Game! Just wish there was more
content
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Can't buy it anymore herer. But Damn. Grab a tank and shoot a guy. That fly straight up is so good.. great engine I just can't get
it to move.. This game is bad lul. Awesome local multiplayer game. I know the developer personally and have witnessed him
creating this game over the past 6 months. It's amazing to see how it's evolved and how much fun it is to try to survive the
mayhem of asteroids with your friends. The game definitely envokes that 'one more round' feeling and burst out loud laughing
moments.

I just played a game with a friend and he got frozen while sniperoids were locking onto him. Panic ensued. Awesome.. Ehhhhh I
was kinda conflicted about wether or not to recommend honestly... But considering that its only $1 and gave me just over a hour
playtime I guess you can apply the "dollar per hour" philosophy...

But anything over a dollar is a definite no-go, otherwise I would say its an ok way to kill an hour or 2.

It's more of a simple chill-out base-builder (I dont even know if that applies to this) than anything else. Music is alright, graphics
are simple and somewhat pleasant and you don't exactly need a tutorial for this (unless you're new to the gaming world).. This is
totally CRAP. I bought this game for $20 and it won't even start. I do NOT recommend this game. I not a very happy customer..
Absolutely stunning graphics, I'm not sure it can get any better than this. I could spend hours in here. I can't figure out how to
get the stats out of the center of the environment which takes away from the experience but I'll sort it out I suspect. This will be
part of my Intro to VR package for newcomers. Stellar!. This Game Is Actually Good, But There Is One Thing That Make This
MotoGP Game Really Suck And Boring In My Opinion! We No Longer Able To Chose What Bikes Team We Want To Select
In Quickmodes Or Even In The Custom Championship, The Only Way You Can Chose What Teams You Wanna Race With
Your Custom Rider Is Through Contract In The Career Mode, This Is Essentialy Removing Some Of The Fun Part Of The
Game And Removing Our Creativity In The Game.
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